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Translation In India is a translation company based in India thatTranslation In India is a translation company based in India that
provides translation services in European languages like German,provides translation services in European languages like German,
French, Spanish, Dutch, Norwegian, Danish, and Finnish with manyFrench, Spanish, Dutch, Norwegian, Danish, and Finnish with many
years of experience in the translation field. We also provide translationyears of experience in the translation field. We also provide translation
services in all Asian & Indian vernacular languages.services in all Asian & Indian vernacular languages.

We have the Asian and American markets and we are right nowWe have the Asian and American markets and we are right now
focusing on the European markets.focusing on the European markets.

Translation in any language can also be provided as we deal in AllTranslation in any language can also be provided as we deal in All
Asian & European languages. The rates for the other languages can beAsian & European languages. The rates for the other languages can be
discussed as and when required.discussed as and when required.

We have a well-evolved and quality-oriented document translationWe have a well-evolved and quality-oriented document translation
process, which can be briefly summarized in the following steps:process, which can be briefly summarized in the following steps:

Step 1: Client contacts us with the document that needs to beStep 1: Client contacts us with the document that needs to be
translated and document turnaround time.translated and document turnaround time.
Step 2: We reply with the quote and any other questions / doubtsStep 2: We reply with the quote and any other questions / doubts
regarding the document. We also discuss the estimated time forregarding the document. We also discuss the estimated time for
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completing the translation and the quality check is also subsequently.completing the translation and the quality check is also subsequently.
Step 3: Client gets back with the confirmation.Step 3: Client gets back with the confirmation.
Step 4: We choose the suitable translator and the work is allocated.Step 4: We choose the suitable translator and the work is allocated.
Step 5: Once the translation work is completed, a quality test follows,Step 5: Once the translation work is completed, a quality test follows,
in which the document is checked for its quality, localization criteriain which the document is checked for its quality, localization criteria
and DTP.and DTP.
Step 6: After the quality-testing the translated document is sent to theStep 6: After the quality-testing the translated document is sent to the
client.client.
Step 7 (optional): In case there are any modifications to be done on theStep 7 (optional): In case there are any modifications to be done on the
translated document, those changes are done.translated document, those changes are done.

We, at Translation In India, believe that transparency, accountability,We, at Translation In India, believe that transparency, accountability,
teamwork and quality are our guiding principles.teamwork and quality are our guiding principles.

Kindly check the company profile attached.Kindly check the company profile attached.

We also believe in gaining trust from our clients. As a naturalWe also believe in gaining trust from our clients. As a natural
progression to this belief,progression to this belief,
We do free sample translations to the tune of approx 200 words to ourWe do free sample translations to the tune of approx 200 words to our
new clients, for them to assess our experience and professionalism innew clients, for them to assess our experience and professionalism in
the taken task.the taken task.

Do write to us at naresh@translationinindia.com for getting a sampleDo write to us at naresh@translationinindia.com for getting a sample
translation done for free.translation done for free.

For more details, please visitFor more details, please visit
http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/translation-in-india-9173http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/translation-in-india-9173
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